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With multiple observatories and missions being planned for detecting orphaned afterglows asso-
ciated with gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) we emphasize the importance of developing data analysis
strategies for searching their possible counterpart signals in the data of gravitational wave (GW)
detectors in the advanced detector era. This is especially attractive since short hard gamma-ray
bursts (SGRBs) may have compact binary coalescences involving neutron stars (CBCNSs) as their
progenitors, which emit gravitational waves. Joint electromagnetic (EM) and GW observations of
these objects will enrich our understanding of their beaming, energetics, galactic environment, and
shed light on a host of other outstanding questions related to them. Here we recognize some of
the astrophysical factors that determine what fraction of CBCNS sources can generate orphaned
afterglows. Pipelines already exist that target the sky-position and time of occurrence of SGRBs,
known from EM observations, to search for their counterparts in GW detector data. Modifying
them to analyse extended periods of time in the GW data in the past of the afterglow detection,
while targeting a single sky-position, can search for GWs from the common progenitor. We assess
the improvement in GW detectability to be had from utilizing the sky-position information. We also
propose a method for improving the detection efficiency of targeted searches of GW signals from
the putative CBCNS sources of afterglows and short gamma ray bursts in the presence of errors
in detector calibration or CBCNS waveform models used in the search. The improvement arises
from searching in a wider patch of the sky even when the sky-position is known accurately from EM
observations and utilizes the covariance of the errors in waveform parameters with those in the sky
position.
PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn,95.85.Pw,95.85.Sz,97.60.Jd,97.60.Lf,98.70.Rz
I. INTRODUCTION
Short duration gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs) are less of an enigma now than when the extraterrestrial nature of the
first gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) was established in the seventies [45]. Since then we have learned a lot about their
characteristics and how they differ from their long duration counterparts, the long GRBs or LGRBs. This knowledge
includes the nature of their host galaxies, including their redshift, star formation rate, age, metallicity, distances
of separation from the host galaxy, and distinguishing features in their light-curves compared to those of LGRBs
[35, 49, 51, 54]. Some critical aspects are still unknown or need unequivocal observational confirmation. While there
is some evidence that the progenitor of a SGRB might be the compact binary coalescence (CBC) of a black hole
(BH) and a neutron star (NS) or two neutron stars (see, e.g., the review in Ref. [51]), the observation of gravitational
waves (GWs) from them can provide direct confirmation of that hypothesis [21, 31, 39, 42, 49, 52, 53]. Heretofore,
such CBCs, which include at least one neutron star, will be termed as “CBCNS” sources. Once GW observations
are occurring regularly in the advanced detector era (ADE), GW associations with SGRBs can provide additional
astrophysical information about these objects.
It is well established that gamma-ray bursts are transient events of gamma-ray flashes occurring at cosmological
distances. These events are different from soft gamma repeaters specifically in being extremely intense, of short
duration, and in being non-repeating. On the basis of spectral hardness, these events broadly divide into two
categories, those of a short duration spanning less than 2 sec and with a harder gamma-ray spectrum and those
of a duration longer than 2 sec and with a softer gamma-ray spectrum. The first one is called the short duration
gamma-ray burst and the second is called the long duration gamma-ray burst. Because of the dichotomy in the time
scales of these events and the fact that they systematically fall in different regions in spectral hardness, it can be
conjectured that different physics is involved in their occurrence. The most likely progenitor of the long duration
gamma-ray burst is a core collapse supernova of a massive star [48] and that of a short duration one is the merger
of the two objects in a compact binary system involving at least one neutron star as a component [32]. The physical
time scales of a collapsar and the coalescence of the remnants of neutron star and black holes are commensurate
with the time scales of the long duration and short duration gamma-ray bursts, respectively. A gravitational wave
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2(GW) discovery coincident with a short gamma-ray burst observation will provide the strongest evidence to date of
the merger model. The time delay between the gravitational wave signal and the GRB will provide clues to the burst
mechanism and additional information in the form of GW polarization will help us determine the source geometry.
Coincident GW-GRB discovery will also enable us to measure the source distance independently of the cosmological
distance ladder and, therefore, provide a test for it.
Gravitational wave observations can complement electromagnetic (EM) studies to better understand the SGRB
sources and even resolve some anomalies. In fact it is known that some SGRB light-curves last for quite a bit more
than 2 sec and some LGRB light-curves resemble those of SGRBs. This has led to a recent proposal of categorizing
GRBs based not on their light-curves but on their progenitor type: In this classification scheme, Type I GRBs are
associated with CBCNS and Type II with a collapsar [68]. It is to be seen if this scheme will stand the scrutiny of
GW observations. Additionally, multi-baseline network of GW detectors can resolve the inclination of those sources
accurately enough to constrain the beaming angle of the GRBs [52]. This is a nice alternative to the method based
on electromagnetic afterglows proposed by Rhoads in 1997 [58]. An accurate determination of the beaming angle
will resolve how energetic SGRBs really are and, thereby, unravel if SGRBs have a narrow or wide range of energy
output and what the possible reasons for it might be. Rhoads’ method depends upon the presence of an afterglow
that presents clear evidence for breaks in the power-law in the emission spectrum of the putative GRB jet [58]. It
can work even when the gamma-ray emission from the GRB itself goes unobserved, such as when the afterglow is
an “orphan”. On the other hand, an afterglow may not reveal the sought spectral breaks because it may not extend
over a wide enough frequency range. (See Refs. [30] for additional problems with this method.) Such afterglows,
e.g., in X-ray, optical, or radio, may still provide spectroscopic redshift [46, 66, 67], and distance to the source. Joint
EM and GW observations can determine both the distance and the inclination angle of the CBCNS more accurately
than either one of them.
It is obvious that this type of joint observation will also aid in improving theoretical models of SGRB afterglows. If
indeed it is established that they are associated with CBCNS, then a host of outstanding questions can be answered.
For example, how much later can afterglows in different bands of the EM spectrum occur after the CBCNS merger?
How isotropic are the afterglows? How varied can the afterglow energetics be? How strongly beamed SGRBs are can
be resolved by joint GW-EM observations, which in turn can shed light on afterglow energetics, as noted above. Is
the source model rich enough to explain that observed variety? What strong gravity physics can be probed with joint
GW-EM observations? On the other hand, if no GW signals are observed from multiple SGRBs within a distance of
about 500Mpc, then it would debunk the hypothesis that CBCNS are the progenitors of SGRBs.
While most studies in the past have focused on targeted searches of GW counterparts of SGRBs here we broaden
the category of EM triggers by including orphaned afterglows of SGRBs. By a targeted GW search we mean a search
for GWs from a part of the sky where an EM or a neutrino signal was detected from a source that may also emit GWs.
The EM or neutrino signal is then termed as an external trigger whose sky-position, time, or other characteristics,
deemed relevant, are used to define the GW search. In this paper, we highlight the astrophysical factors that are
required to estimate how many GW signals will be detected from SGRBs and orphaned afterglows in the ADE. The
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) and the Virgo detector, have demonstrated successfully
that large scale interferometers can be used to detect GWs that change their arm-lengths at sub-nuclear scales. With
the advent of the next generation gravitational wave interferometers in the next few to several years, with roughly
ten times increased strain sensitivity, we increase the event rate thousandfold. These interferometers include the
advanced LIGO (aLIGO) [1] and the advanced Virgo (AdV) detectors, the Japanese detector KAGRA [47] and a
LIGO detector in India. Collaboration with the gamma-ray astronomy community has helped us understand and
use GRBs to trigger searches in the data of GW detectors [12]. Prior information about the sky position and time
of the EM event improves GW detection confidence and significantly reduces the data analysis computational cost
of the search. It also helps us reduce the threshold for detection of possible candidates and false alarm probability,
as we discuss here. The sensitivity of such a targeted GW search depends strongly on the accuracy of the GRB sky
position. A substantial fraction of GRBs detected by some observatories, e.g., Fermi [16], can have error radii in
the sky that are several degrees wide. The interplanetary network (IPN) [41] is a group of satellites with onboard
gamma-ray detectors that are used to locate gamma-ray bursts in the sky through triangulation. Given the number
of satellites detecting a particular GRB and also the uncertainty in the relative location of the satellites and clock
synchronization, the sky positions of a good fraction of GRBs detected by them can have errors of several degrees or
worse. In this paper we study the effect of the error in the SGRB sky position on the detectability of GW from its
progenitor. In such cases, one needs to search over a wider patch in the sky for GW signals. Note that when there
is ambiguity about the short or long nature of a GRB from studying its light-curve, it makes sense to allow for the
possibility of it being a SGRB and, therefore, search for a GW counterpart.
On the other hand, when the sky-position of a GRB is accurately known, searching for a GW counterpart only at
that location and close to the GRB time would seem to be the best strategy to detect GWs. This is true unless there
exists a significant mismatch between the modeled GW waveform and the CBCNS signal or if the detector calibration
is erroneous. It turns out that each of these sources of error can cause a non-negligible drop in the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). In such a case of systematic error, searching in a larger patch of the sky than just a single sky position
can reduce the extent of that drop and improve the detection confidence. More importantly, when the SNR is close
3to the detection threshold it can make all the difference between a detection and a non-detection.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we show how the detectability of a GW signal from an orphaned
afterglow improves owing to the localization of the source in the sky. Unless noted otherwise, the working assumption
in the rest of the paper is that CBCNS sources are the progenitors of SGRBs. In that vein, we show how the possible
beaming of the SGRB influences the fraction of CBCNS sources that will be detected as orphaned afterglows of
SGRBs. The framework used for this calculation is broadened to enquire what fraction of all CBCs in a given
volume will be detectable as GW events. For that general case of CBC sources we reproduce the well known result
that GW strain of a detected source, when averaged over its sky position and orientation, is less than the maximum
strain from an optimally oriented and located source of the same kind, by a factor of 2.26. In Sec. III, we study
the effect of poor sky localization of SGRBs on the detectability of GWs from them. These results emphasize the
importance of performing GW searches over a sky-grid involving multiple sky-positions covering the error regions of
the SGRBs. In Sec. IV, we study CBC triggers from previously analyzed LIGO data to check if any of them was
concurrent with a GRB. In Sec. V, we study other causes of systematic errors, e.g., detector calibration errors and
the mismatch between a GW signal and the waveform model used to search for it. Here we find that searching in
a wider patch of the sky for the GW counterpart of a SGRB or an orphaned afterglow, even when the sky-position
of the latter is known accurately through EM observations, can improve the detectability of the signal owing to the
possible covariance of the errors in the waveform or calibration with the error in the source sky-position. We end
with a discussion in Sec. VI of some unresolved issues related to GW-EM targeted searches that should be explored
in the near future.
A note on conventions and terminology used in this paper is in order. Unless otherwise specified, a detector in
this paper means a GW detector and should be distinguished from non-GW detectors, such as gamma-ray detectors.
Similarly, a GW search refers to a targeted GW search unless it is explicitly stated that the search in question is of
an un-targeted type where the sky position or timing information of an EM or neutrino observation is not used to
search in GW detector data. Finally, the LIGO detectors, with 4km arm-lengths, in Hanford and Livingston (US) are
labelled H1 and L1, respectively, while the Virgo detector in Cascina (Italy) is denoted as V1. These three detectors
form three single baseline networks, H1L1, L1V1, H1V1, and one multi-baseline network H1L1V1. A second LIGO
detector in Hanford, which participated in the first five LIGO science runs, had 2km long arms and is labelled H2.
II. SGRBS, ORPHANED AFTERGLOWS, AND THEIR PROSPECTS AS GW CANDIDATES
In this section, we show how the rate of CBC detections would improve if GW counterparts of orphaned afterglows
are sought in data of ADE detectors. Currently, SGRBs are the only targeted searches for GWs from CBCs. As we
conclude below, the improvement in rates can be modest enough that orphaned afterglows should be added to the
list of targeted GW searches.
The first afterglow of a SGRB was observed in 2005 [22]. Afterglow emissions of short GRBs are similar to that
of long GRBS, but are less luminous. While it is not confirmed yet what the progenitor of a SGRB is, it is widely
believed that it might be the merger of a NS with another NS or a stellar mass BH. Alternative sources, e.g., long-
lived magnetars [23], have been proposed too. It is not clear if in the alternative model the magnetar is in itself
the product of a CBCNS progenitor. GW observations will provide direct confirmation of the SGRB model or help
rule it out. If the SGRB model is correct, then the GRB is powered by an accretion disk that is formed after the
tidal disruption of a NS by its other compact companion. Matter falling into the central spinning object from the
accretion disk can form bipolar jets via the Blandford-Znajek mechanism. Numerical relativistic simulations suggest
this as a likely scenario, especially, if the central object is a highly spinning black hole and the NS equation of state
(EOS) is relatively stiff, which allow for large enough accretion disks [34]. Strong magnetic fields are also believed
to play an important role in powering GRBs. The gamma-ray burst is generated by the shock-accelerated electrons
in the relativistic jet. This is the so-called fireball model (see, e.g., the review [57]). A GRB afterglow is produced
when the jet interacts with medium surrounding the burst. In the process it can produce radiation over a wide range
of frequencies, from X-Rays to radio, as the jet slows while ploughing through that medium.
A kilonova could be another EM manifestation of a CBCNS progenitor. The ejecta from NS-NS merger is neutron
rich. This results in the formation of heavier elements due to r-process neutron captures. These heavy elements
undergo nuclear fission and beta decays on time scales of the order of a day. These are also interesting candidates
for external trigger study. The data analysis pipeline that is constructed for detecting GW counterparts to orphaned
afterglows in archived data can also be applied to kilonovae because in both cases the sky position will be known
accurately enough to launch a search in GW archived data for the time of arrival of the signal.
There are existing missions Swift and Fermi that are expected to overlap with aLIGO observations from 2015-
2018 and, perhaps, even beyond. There are a handful of planned observatories that will target GRB afterglows
and orphaned afterglows in the next several years with expected concurrent observations with aLIGO and, possibly,
AdV detectors. The Australian Square Kilometer Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) is currently under construction at
the Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory in Western Australia and is expected to start early operations in 2013
[50]. Its initial five-years operation period will overlap with aLIGO science runs. Among proposed observatories,
4Lobster is a NASA mission that will have a wide-field X-ray imager, which will be more sensitive than Swift’s
BAT but will have a smaller 0.5sr field of view, and a narrow-field followup IR telescope and slewing apparatus. The
French-Chinese Space-based multi-band astronomical Variable Objects Monitor (SVOM) and the broad spectral band
Indian Astronomy Satellite ASTROSAT [3] are a couple of other missions that will have capabilities of detecting
GRB afterglows and will likely overlap with aLIGO observations. Furthermore, the South Korean-led Ultra-fast
Flash Observatory Pathfinder (UFFO-P) mission intends to catch the rise of GRBs [37].
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FIG. 1: The design noise amplitude spectral densities (ASDs) of LIGO-I, Advanced LIGO (aLIGO), and Advanced Virgo
(AdV) detectors [2].
A. Comparing the detectabilities of GW counterparts of SGRBs and orphaned afterglows
We would like to estimate how much the detection probability improves when the sky-position of a GW source is
accurately known but its time of occurrence has a window of uncertainty, TOAG. Following Ref. [31], let the desired
FAP of a GW search be 10−4. Reference [31] estimated that when the time of occurrence is known accurately, the
GW SNR threshold at that FAP is ρGRBth = 9.0, dropping from ρ
LM
th = 11.3 at the same FAP for an all-sky, all-time
(i.e., a blind) GW search of low-mass (LM) CBC signals in a period of TLM = 3 months, from sources with total
mass of ≤ 25M⊙ and each component mass between 1M⊙ and 25M⊙. For an X-ray afterglow the putative CBCNS
coalescence can occur an hour to a day in the past. For TOAG = 10
5 sec, the FAP at a SNR threshold ρth obeys
FAPOAG(ρth)
FAPLM(ρth)
=
TOAG
TLM
≈ 10
5
107
= 10−2 . (2.1)
We would like to find ρth = ρ
OAG
th such that FAPOAG = 10
−4. Equivalently, we ask what is ρOAGth for FAROAG =
10−2yr−1? The answer, based on real data from the sixth science run (S6) of the LIGO H1 and L1 detectors, can be
obtained from the data plotted in Fig. 3 of Ref. [10], namely, ρOAGth = 10.5. This is analogous to the result obtained
in Ref. [31], where it was shown that at a FAP of 10−4, the false-alarm rate (FAR) of a year-long low-mass CBC
search at threshold ρLMth = 11.3 is FARLM
(
ρLMth = 11.3
)
= 10−4yr−1. The threshold ρOAGth is about 17% higher than
the threshold for targeted GW searches of SGRBs with known sky position and time of occurrence but 8% lower
than than that of all-sky, all-time searches.
There is an additional improvement that arises when one considers the fact that accurate information about the
sky-position will further lower the FAR of a targeted GW search. With that information in hand, one need not search
in the sky or the time-delays of the signals from the same source in different GW detectors. This reduces the FAR by
a factor of a few to hundred depending on how big or small the duration of the noise artifacts are compared to the
time-delays across the detector baselines. For instance, consider the single baseline H1L1, which has a light-travel
time of ±10 msec. Let the FAP in each detector be Pi, where i = 1, 2 denotes the two detectors. Also, for every
trigger in H1 let N2 be the number of independent experiments of L1 coincidences one can perform in twice the
light-travel time across the baseline. Then the joint FAP of H1L1 is
P = P1 [1− (1 − P2)N2 ] . (2.2)
5The filter response to noise artifacts in the data that masquerade as signals is similar to that on real signals, as
expected. Studies of software injections of simulated signals in GW detector data show that the timescale of such a
response is about 2 msec, which is roughly the inverse of the frequency where GW signals from binary neutron stars
(BNSs) contribute maximally to the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, N2 is 10 for a 20 msec window. This means that if
P1 ≈ P2, then each one of them is about 3.2 × 10−3 when P = 10−4. However, when the SGRB’s sky position and
time of occurrence are known and, therefore, the time-delays of its signals in the network detectors are known, the
joint FAP is 10−5, which is, of course, 10 times smaller. With three baselines, a further reduction in FAP is possible.
This will lower the thresholds discussed earlier somewhat. In this paper, we will assume that the FAP discussed in
this section remains valid up to a total mass of about 43M⊙, which is the maximum total mass used in targeted GW
searches in LIGO-Virgo data. It is worth emphasizing that P1,2 and, therefore, P depend on the SNR. Results of
Monte Carlo simulations discussed in Sec. III bear out this property.
However, it is worth noting that the improvement in detectability of a targeted search as estimated above is
conservative. This is because it was deduced for a search that selected candidates after imposing thresholds on SNRs
in individual detectors before requiring the threshold-crossing triggers to be coincident in mass and time. A more
optimal external trigger search would instead analyze the data from multiple detectors coherently without imposing
those thresholds [26, 38], and can further improve the detection probability.
B. The fraction of compact binary coalescences detectable as GW events
Here we calculate the fraction of all compact binary coalescences occurring in the universe that are detectable
as GW events in a single detector. For this calculation, we assume the CBCs to be distributed uniformly in the
volume accessible to ADE detectors. Let rH be the horizon distance or the maximum distance to which an optimally
oriented and optimally located source can be detected, for given component masses and spins. Let these parameters
constitute the components of a vector ϑin. Then the horizon distance rH(ϑin) depends on the values of these
parameters. Directions directly overhead or underneath of the plane containing the arms of an interferometric
detector are optimal source locations. On the other hand, the optimal orientation of a CBC source is one where its
inclination angle ι, i.e., the angle between its orbital angular momentum vector and the negative of the line of sight
vector, is zero. If P(θ, φ) is the antenna power pattern of a single interferometer,
P(θ, φ) = F+(θ, φ, ψ)2 + F×(θ, φ, ψ)2 = 1
4
(1 + cos2 θ)2 cos2 2φ+ cos2 θ sin2 2φ , (2.3)
then rH
√
P(θ, φ) is the greatest distance to which a CBC source is detectable in the (θ, φ) direction, where P(θ, φ) ≤
1. For the rest of this section, we will take the binary component to be non-spinning unless mentioned otherwise.
At the greatest detectable distance the binary will have a face-on orientation, i.e., the orbital inclination angle
ι will be zero or π radians. As one decreases the distance, binaries with a wider variety of inclinations become
detectable. So much so that for favorable directions the closest binaries will be detectable with any value of ι, with
the maximum possible value being π/2, namely, the edge-on orientation. By accounting for all allowed inclinations,
at every r ≤ rH
√P(θ, φ), we find the fraction of CBCs that will be detectable as GW events.
The gravitational wave power received at a detector on earth depends on the sky position of the source (θ, φ) and
the orbital inclination angle ι as follows:
Prad(ι, θ, φ) = P(θ, φ)Prad(ι = 0, θ = 0)(1 + 6 cos
2 ι+ cos4 ι)
8
, (2.4)
where Prad(ι = 0, θ = 0) is the GW power of a source that is optimally oriented and located in the sky. The GW
strain signal strength at a detector is measured in terms of the SNR [26]. The SNR is inversely proportional to the
source distance r. By the definition of the horizon distance rH an optimally oriented (ι = 0) and located (θ = 0 or
θ = π) source at that distance will be found with a SNR at the threshold of detection, ρth. Of course, this distance
will vary for sources of different mass combinations. Thus we can write the SNR with above dependencies on distance
and power
ρ(r, ι, θ, φ) = ρth
√
P(θ, φ)rH
r
√
1
8
(1 + 6 cos2 ι+ cos4 ι) . (2.5)
Whether a particular source of component masses (m1,m2), at a distance r ≤ rH will be detectable or not is
determined by the inclination angle of the binary.
For every source at a particular distance and sky position there is a limiting inclination angle, ιmax, beyond which
the signal from the source falls below the detection threshold. Thus, the probability that a source is detectable or
not is the probability that the source has an inclination angle at most equal to ιmax. The probability distribution of
6the inclination angle p(ι) = sin ι. Thus, the probability of detecting a source at a distance r and sky position (θ, φ)
is given by,
P (0 ≤ ι ≤ ιmax(r, θ, φ)) =
2
∫ ιmax(r,θ,φ)
0
p(ι)dι∫ pi
0
p(ι)dι
= 1− cos ιmax(r, θ, φ) . (2.6)
Since the SNR at this limiting inclination angle must be at the threshold of detection, one can use Eq. (2.5) to find
it as a function of r, θ and φ:
cos2 ιmax = −3±
√
8 +
8r2
P(θ, φ)r2H
, (2.7)
which has the following real solution:
cos ιmax(r, θ, φ) =


[√
8 + 8r
2
P(θ,φ)r2
H
− 3
]1/2
, if 1
2
√
2
≤ r
rH
√
P(θ,φ) ≤ 1.
0, if r
rH
√
P(θ,φ) <
1
2
√
2
.
(2.8)
Above we used the fact that since cos2 ιmax(r, θ, φ) must be in the interval [0, 1], the source distance must obey
r
rH
√
P(θ, φ) ≤ 1 . (2.9)
The detection volume is defined by the bounding surface that satisfies the above inequality. The bound in Eq. (2.9)
is used in Fig. 2, to show the percentage of the sky or 4π steradians that is inaccessible for detection as a function
of the distance to the source.
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FIG. 2: The blue (solid) curve shows the percentage of sky inaccessible to interferometric detectors for the detection of GW
signals from CBC sources (with all possible orientations), plotted as a function of the source distance. For comparison, if all
sources were oriented face-on (i.e., with ι = 0 or pi) and if the detector had P(θ, φ) = 1 everywhere on the sky, then all of
those sources would be detectable in that hypothetical detector at all distances obeying r ≤ rH . On the other hand, if all
sources were oriented edge-on (i.e., with ι = pi/2), then Eq. (2.5) shows that, hypothetically, for P(θ, φ) = 1 everywhere on
the sky, all of those sources would be inaccessible for r > rH/2
√
2 but accessible when closer. The red (dashed) step function
represents those sources in that imaginary detector.
The probability of detecting a CBC source is
P (0 ≤ ι ≤ ιmax(r, θ, φ)) =


1−
[√
8 + 8r
2
P(θ,φ)r2
H
− 3
]1/2
, if 1
2
√
2
≤ r
rH
√
P(θ,φ) ≤ 1,
1, if r
rH
√
P(θ,φ) <
1
2
√
2
,
(2.10)
7where Eq. (2.6) was used along with the constraint in Eq. (2.9). At r = rH the only value of P(θ, φ) possible is 1.0 (see
Eq. (2.9)). Thus, the probability of detecting a source at the horizon distance is vanishingly small. As one reduces
the source distance the probability increases monotonically till it rearches unity at a distance of rH
√
P(θ, φ)/(2√2).
This is shown in Fig. 3 for five different lines of sight, namely, overhead (i.e, θ = 0), corresponding to P(θ, φ) = 1.0,
and four other directions, corresponding to P(θ, φ) = 0.7, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.01, respectively.
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FIG. 3: Probability of detecting a CBC source at a distance r (given in units of the horizon distance rH) assuming that
the sources are distributed uniformly in the volume of interest. This plot is obtained from Eq. 2.10. The four different
plots are for four different values of P(θ, φ). The blue curve shows the probability of a system that is overhead. For a given
P(θ, φ), the largest distance at which the probability reaches unity is when a CBC is detectable for all possible values of
its inclination angle. For an overhead source (i.e., with θ = 0) this distance is r = rH/2
√
2. For other sky positions, it is
r = rH
√
P(θ, φ)/2√2.
Suppose all CBC sources are distributed uniformly throughout the universe. As discussed in Ref. [5], this is a
good approximation to the true distribution for most of the volume that will be accessible to ADE detectors except
for sources within 20Mpc. If the total number of sources that exist in a spherical volume of radius rH is N , then the
total number of sources detectable in a volume element dV = r2 sin θ dr dθ dφ is
dNdet(r, θ, φ) = D(r, θ, φ)r2 sin θ dr dθ dφ , (2.11)
where
D(r, θ, φ) ≡


3N
4pir3
H
[
1−
(√
8 + 8r
2
P(θ,φ)r2
H
− 3
)1/2]
, if
rH
√
P(θ,φ)
2
√
2
≤ r ≤ rH
√
P(θ, φ),
3N
4pir3
H
, if r <
rH
√
P(θ,φ)
2
√
2
,
(2.12)
is the density of sources detectable at a particular point (r, θ, φ) in space. For nearby distances the density of
detectable sources is higher than that at greater distances. Let us define the mean density of detectable sources at
a distance r as
Dmean(r) = 1
4π
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi
0
dθD(r, θ, φ) sin θ . (2.13)
In the left plot of Fig. 4 we show how Dmean(r) depends on the distance. Note that at small distances Dmean(r)
approaches the density of all CBC sources. As we go away from the detector, we begin to lose sources that are
sub-optimally oriented and located in the sky. Eventually Dmean(r) gets vanishingly small at the horizon distance
where only those sources that are located overhead and have a face-on orientation are detectable.
The maximum density of detectable sources at a given distance is always overhead or underneath the detector.
One can also see from the middle plot of Fig. 4 that the maximum density of detectable sources up to the distance
of rH/2
√
2, is equal to the density of all CBC sources. Beyond r = rH/2
√
2 the signal falls below threshold for
sub-optimally oriented sources and hence the density of detectable sources decreases. Eventually, at r = rH the
8density of detectable sources overhead or underneath gets vanishingly small, with only the face-on sources being
detectable. The fraction of CBC sources that are detectable in gravitational waves is
fCBC =
1
N
∫
VH
D(r, θ, φ) dV , (2.14)
where VH is the volume of a sphere of radius rH . Note that the effect of source redshift on this fraction is negligible
for distances accessible to ADE detectors [5]. Numerically integrating Eq. (2.14) we find fCBC = 0.0865, i.e, 8.65%
of CBC sources within the detection volume are detectable with an SNR louder than the threshold ρth. In the right
plot of Fig. 4 we show how the ratio of the number of detectable sources up to a distance r to the total number of
CBC sources within the volume VH varies as a function of r. Since this fraction scales as the cube of the average
GW signal amplitude of a detectable source, the ratio of the signal amplitude of a CBC source at a distance r < rH ,
when averaged over the location and orientation angles, is (1/0.0865)1/3 = 2.26 times smaller than that from the
same source optimally located and oriented at the same distance. This is the same factor that is used to compute
the rate of CBC sources [5, 33]. We conducted similar studies for multiple detectors. We combined the antenna
power pattern P(θ, φ) for the individual detectors numerically and solve for the integration in Eq. (2.14). We get
fHLCBC = 0.0917, f
HLV
CBC = 0.1350, f
HLI
CBC = 0.1298, f
HLVI
CBC = 0.1541 and f
HLVIK
CBC = 0.1811, where ‘HLV’ stands for the
usual Hanford-Livingston-Virgo network. ‘I’ stands for LIGO-India and ‘K’ stands for KAGRA.
FIG. 4: Top left: Mean density of detectable sources on the two sphere at a distance r. This plot is obtained by solving the
integral in Eq. (2.13) numerically. Top right: The maximum value that can be attained by the density of detectable sources
on the two sphere at a distance r. Note that the similarity of this plot with the one in Fig. 3 is due to the fact that the density
of the detectable sources for a particular value of P(θ, φ) is proportional to the probability of detecting a CBC source at the
direction defined by the same P(θ, φ), as can be seen from Eqs. (2.12) and (2.10). Bottom left: The cumulative fraction of
detectable CBC sources in a spherical volume of radius r plotted as a function of r. The sources are distributed uniformly in
volume and are oriented randomly. It attains a maximum value of 8.65% when r reaches the horizon distance. This plot is
obtained by numerically integrating Eq. (2.14). Bottom right: Comparison between the cumulative fraction of detectable
CBC sources in a spherical volume of radius r for a single detector and for various networks of detectors plotted as a function
of r.
9C. Fraction of SGRBs with orphaned afterglows
In the remainder of this section we will assume that CBCNS sources are the only progenitors of SGRBs and their
afterglows. We first recognize the various factors that determine the number of SGRBs associated with CBCNS
progenitors that are detectable by GW observations:
Number of SGRBs associated with CBCNS GW detections = Number of CBCNS sources detectable in GWs by us
× fraction of CBCNS sources that emit gamma rays
× fraction of CBCNS gamma-ray emitters that are beamed toward us and detected by us as SGRBs . (2.15)
The above equation, factor for factor, can be symbolically expressed as
Nγ,GW = NGW × P (γ|CBCNS)× P (SGRB|γ,CBCNS) . (2.16)
When the CBC population is limited to include only BNS and NSBH sources, the Ndet derived from Eq. (2.11)
reduces to NGW. Also, by a CBCNS gamma-ray emitter we mean a CBCNS source that would be detectable in
gamma-rays by us provided the rays were beamed at us. Let the gamma-ray emission of SGRBs be strongly beamed,
with a beaming half-angle of βB. Then the fraction of CBCNS gamma-ray emitters that will be observable to us as
SGRBs is
P (SGRB|γ,CBCNS) = 2π
∫ βB
0
sin θdθ
4π
= sin2
βB
2
. (2.17)
If SGRBs were beamed isotropically, βB = π and the above fraction is unity. Therefore, the fraction of CBCNS
gamma-ray emitters that will beam their gamma rays away from us is
1− sin2 βB
2
. (2.18)
Let fAG be the fraction of CBCNS gamma-ray emitters that produce afterglows that are bright enough to be
detectable by our observatories. Then the fraction of CBCNS gamma-ray emitters with an orphaned afterglow is
fOAG ≡ fAG
(
1− sin2 βB
2
)
. (2.19)
The fraction fAG depends on the environment of SGRBs, which is not well understood [49]. Note that some
afterglows may be beamed (e.g., some X-ray afterglows), some others may be more isotropic (e.g., radio afterglows),
and a fraction of them may be too weak to detect. On the other hand, the way fOAG is defined, it does not include
CBCNS gamma-ray emitters that beam at us but we fail to detect them as SGRBs. Moreover, a subset of orphaned
afterglows may arise from CBCNS sources that do not produce a GRB, e.g., due to baryon loading [60]. Including
these last two types of systems will only increase the number of orphaned afterglows associated with CBCNS sources.
D. Probability of detecting an orphaned afterglow in conjunction with a gravitational wave signal
Let P (γ|BNS) and P (γ|NSBH) denote the fractions of binary neutron star and neutron star - black hole binary
coalescences, respectively, that emit gamma rays. Thus, the fraction of CBCNS sources that emit gamma rays can
be written as
P (γ|CBCNS) = P (γ|NSBH)P (NSBH) + P (γ|BNS)P (BNS) , (2.20)
where the values of P (NSBH) and P (BNS), the prior probabilities of a CBC source to be a NSBH source and a BNS
source, respectively, are each assumed to be unity in the present discussion. Below, we first study the factors that
influence P (γ|NSBH) followed by those that affect P (γ|BNS).
The central engine of a SGRB is the accretion disk that is created by the tidal disruption of an inspiraling neutron
star. Some studies predict that an accretion disk of mass mdisk & 0.01M⊙ can provide sufficient energy to launch a
jet for a duration of around 100 msec by neutrino radiation [44]. Thus, whether a system emits a gamma-ray burst
or not will depend foremost on whether the neutron star can transfer 0.01M⊙ in to the accretion disk. A massive
NS with low compactness is more likely to transfer the required mass to an accretion disk massive enough to launch
a jet than a low-mass neutron star with high compactness. Let us assume that the smallest mass of an accretion
disk that is required to fire the GRB engine is m∗. If we further assume that the neutron star mass is distributed
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normally from a lower limit mmin to an upper limit mmax, and that the mean neutron star mass is m¯, then we can
write the probability density of neutron star mass as, 1
pNS(m) =
{
1
I e
−(m−m¯)2/2σ2 , if mmin ≤ m ≤ mmax,
0, otherwise,
(2.21)
where,
I =
∫ mmax
mmin
e−(m−m¯)
2/2σ2dm = σ
√
π
2
[
erfc
(
mmin − m¯
σ
√
2
)
− erfc
(
mmax − m¯
σ
√
2
)]
. (2.22)
We follow Ref. [63] in setting mmin = 0.88M⊙. The values of all other parameters that define the above distribution
are obtained from the emipiral study given in Ref. [69], namely, m¯ = 1.28M⊙, mmax = 3.2M⊙, and the standard
deviation σ = 0.24M⊙. The normalization factor is then deduced to be I = 0.5729M⊙.
Low-mass neutron stars are less likely to form a massive enough accretion disk that can launch an ultrarelativistic
jet. If m∗ is the lower limit on the mass of a neutron stars forming SGRBs, then the fraction of all neutron stars
with m > m∗ is:
P (m∗) =
∫ ∞
m∗
pNS(m)dm =
1
I
∫ mmax
m∗
e−(m−m¯)
2/2σ2dm . (2.23)
If one assumes that the neutron stars in binaries are a good representation of all neutron stars from the same volume
of the universe, then P (m∗) is also the fraction of neutron stars in any CBCNS system in that volume that can form
SGRBs. Below, we argue that m∗ must be related to other CBCNS parameters that are relevant to the formation
of a SGRB. These are the compressibility κ of the neutron star, the spin parameter χ of the companion black hole
and the symmetrized mass-ratio η = m1m2/(m1 +m2)
2 of the binary, with component masses m1 and m2.
Let P (NS|m∗, κmin, κmax) be the fraction of neutron stars that have mass greater than m∗ and compressibility
in the range (κmin, κmax). Let p(m,κ) be the joint probability density of neutron stars in m and κ. Also, let the
probability densities of stellar mass black holes in their spin parameter χ be pχ(χ) and of NSBH binary systems in
their symmetrized mass-ratio η be pη(η). Next let us assume that NSBH binaries are constituted of components
drawn randomly from neutron star and stellar mass black hole populations. 2 If so, the fraction of NSBH systems
that can form an accretion disk capable of generating a GRB is
P (NSBH|m∗, κmin, κmax) = P (NS|m∗, κmin, κmax)
∫ 0.25
0
dη pη(η)
∫ 1
0
dχ pχ(χ)
=
∫ 0.25
0
dη pη(η)
∫ 1
0
dχ pχ(χ)
∫ κmax
κmin
dκ
∫ mmax
m∗
dmp(κ,m) . (2.24)
If there is no correlation between neutron star masses and compressibility, and p(m,κ) ≡ pκ(κ)pNS(m), then
P (NSBH|m∗, κmin, κmax) =
∫ 0.25
0
dη pη(η)
∫ 1
0
dχ pχ(χ)
∫ κmax
κmin
dκ pκ(κ)
∫ mmax
m∗
dmpNS(m) . (2.25)
A more general formula, which allows m∗ to vary with η, χ and κ of a CBCNS system that is capable of emitting
gamma rays, is:
P (NSBH|m∗, κmin, κmax) =
∫ 0.25
0
dη pη(η)
∫ 1
0
dχ pχ(χ)
∫ κmax
κmin
dκ pκ(κ)
∫ mmax
m∗(κ,χ,η)
dmpNS(m) , (2.26)
where the integrals are now coupled due to the dependence of m∗ on η, χ and κ in the lower limit of the NS mass
integral. As argued below, we speculate that the above probability is more applicable in nature than the one given
in Eq. (2.25).
The likelihood of forming a large accretion disk depends on the equation of state (EOS) of the neutron star, in
addition to its mass. For a given mass, a neutron star with a stiffer EOS is more likely to give a large accretion
disk: A neutron star that is more compact is less likely to get ripped apart by the tidal force of its binary companion
before it reaches the last stable orbit (LSO). If the companion is a black hole, then such a neutron star will cross
the LSO and plunge into the companion without any GRB arising from such a system. However, if the black hole
1 The formalism developed here can be applied to a different set of parameter values, as and when it is refined with new observations.
2 This assumption may not be completely valid and, therefore, the resulting simplified probability expression is only approximate.
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has a large spin component along the orbital angular momentum of the binary, then the LSO is smaller. In the test
particle limit, the LSO around a non-spinning black hole of mass MBH is at a distance of R = 6GMBH/c
2, whereas
around a maximally spinning black hole of the same mass it is at the horizon, R = GMBH/c
2, for prograde orbits.
For binary systems of interest, the location of such an orbit is less sharply defined. In lieu of it one uses the distance
at which a slowly inspiraling system makes its transition into a rapid plunge. In any case, a neutron star is more
likely to inspiral closer to the companion black hole if the latter has a large spin component along the direction of
the orbital angular momentum. This makes it more likely for a neutron star to get tidally deformed and ripped
apart into an accretion disk and, consequently, trigger the central GRB engine through accretion of neutron star
matter into the companion. Furthermore, a smaller black hole has a larger tidal radius and is more likely to shred
the neutron star before it reaches the LSO than a larger black hole. This implies that the GRB is more likely to
be triggered from a binary source with a low mass-ratio. Thus, the threshold mass m∗ of the neutron star that is
necessary, but not sufficient, to form a GRB triggering accretion disk is a function of the compactness of the neutron
star, the companion spin and the mass-ratio of the binary. Hence, Eq. (2.23) can be reexpressed as
P (m∗(κ, χ, η)) =
1
I
∫ mmax
m∗(κ,χ,η)
e−(m−m¯)
2/2σ2dm =
σ
I
√
π
2
[
erfc
(
m∗(κ, χ, η)− m¯
σ
√
2
)
− erfc
(
mmax − m¯
σ
√
2
)]
. (2.27)
Equation (2.26) then gives the fraction of all NSBH sources that can form an accretion disk capable of generating a
GRB to be
P (γ|NSBH) = ǫ1P (NSBH|m∗, κmin, κmax) = ǫ1
∫ 0.25
0
dη pη(η)
∫ 1
0
dχ pχ(χ)
∫ κmax
κmin
dκ pκ(κ)P (m∗(κ, χ, η)) , (2.28)
where we included the factor ǫ1, which is the efficiency of the NSBH systems in Eq. (2.26), with the values of
the parameters (m,κ, χ, η) in their appropriate ranges, in producing a GRB. That efficiency may depend on the
strength of the NS magnetic field, precession of the system, and other factors that might be unraveled through future
numerical simulations. It is important to clarify that the true dependence of P (γ|NSBH) on NSBH parameters may
be more complex than the one given above, the primary purpose of which is to recognize those parameters and to
explain their physical relevance.
For the special case, where the aforementioned probability density functions are single valued, with
pη(η) = δ(η − 0.25), pχ(χ) = δ(χ− 1.0), pκ(κ) = δ(κ− 1.0) , (2.29)
one finds that
P (γ|NSBH) =ǫ1σ
I
√
π
2
[
erfc
(
m0 − m¯
σ
√
2
)
− erfc
(
mmax − m¯
σ
√
2
)]
=0.53 ǫ1 ×
[
erfc
(
m0 − 1.28
0.34
)
− 1.23× 10−15
]
,
(2.30)
where m0 = m∗(κ = 1, χ = 1, η = 0.25). The value of the minimum mass m0 is constrained to lie between mmin and
mmax; its distribution is shown in Fig. 5 for the densities in Eq. (2.29) and for the fiducial value ǫ1 = 1.
Next consider the fraction P (γ|BNS). For a coalescing binary neutron star system to be a progenitor of a gamma-
ray burst, it first needs to result in the formation of a black hole with an accretion disk around it. Some studies
indicate that there can be two paths for that to happen (see, e.g., Ref. [20] and the references therein):
• The mass of the binary system (m1 + m2) is greater than 3M⊙ and the individual neutron star masses are
unequal (m1 6= m2). Let the probability of BNS systems that satisfy these criteria be PA.
• The condition mmax < (m1 +m2) < 3M⊙ is satisfied, but (m1 + m2) is not so large that the hypermassive
neutron star resulting from the merger promptly collapses to a black hole. Let the probability of these binaries
be PB.
Assuming this hypothesis to be true, the joint probability of a binary neutron star system coalescing to form an
accretion disk around a central black hole can be written as,
PBNS, disk = PA + PB (2.31)
Note, however, that merely the creation of an accretion disk is not enough for triggering the GRB engine. For that
to happen one needs an accretion disk that is massive enough to generate the accretion rate required for triggering a
GRB. Whether such an accretion disk can be formed depends on multiple factors: Nuclear matter from both neutron
stars can contribute to the accretion disk in varying amounts. Low compactness of a neutron star improves the
chances of formation of a massive accretion disk. The component masses, spins and the orbital eccentricity also play
a role. A precise determination of their influence is beyond the scope of this paper. To make progress we introduce
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FIG. 5: Fraction of neutron star - black hole binary sources that give rise to a gamma-ray burst, which may or may not be
beamed at us, for the special case of pη(η) = δ(η − 0.25), pχ(χ) = δ(χ− 1.0), and pκ(κ) = δ(κ− 1.0). The minimum mass of
the neutron star required for the emission, and for these choices of the probability densities, is plotted on the x-axis.
a second efficiency factor, ǫ2, that determines how likely it is for a BNS system to form an accretion disk massive
enough to trigger a GRB. Then the fraction of BNS coalescences associated with GRBs is
P (γ|BNS) = ǫ2 PBNS,disk . (2.32)
Thus, the probability of observing an orphaned afterglow in conjunction with a gravitational wave signal from its
CBCNS progenitor can be obtained using Eqs. (2.14) and (2.18) to be:
P (OAG, GW) = fCBC fOAG P (γ|CBCNS)
(2.33)
= 0.0865
(
1− sin2 βB
2
)
fAG P (γ|CBCNS) , (2.34)
where P (γ|CBCNS) is obtained by using P (γ|NSBH) from Eq. (2.28) and P (γ|BNS) from Eq. (2.32) in Eq. (2.20).
The first two factors are purely geometric, with one arising from GW beaming and the other from SGRB beaming.
The last two factors are based on the microphysics of the medium surrounding SGRBs and of neutron star matter.
The last three factors will probably have to wait for joint EM-GW observations before their values are finally known.
Note that through the presence of the fraction fCBC, Eq. (2.33) ensures that the probability P (OAG, GW) applies
for gravitational wave sources within the horizon distance.
If GRBs are used to trigger GW searches, then the detection threshold is lowered by at least 11.3/9.0 = 1.25,
which increases the GW rate by 1.253 = 1.95. So 50 CBCNS per year (which is the likely rate of BNS and NSBH
detections in aLIGO [5]) increases to 98. However, recall that Nγ,GW/NGW is the fraction of CBCNS GW detections
that are expected to be associated with SGRBs. Thus, if that fraction is 3%, one can expect 3 GW detections due
to GRBs in one year.
Afterglows at smaller energies or longer wavelengths than gamma rays will be observable more isotropically. All
detected GWs will have observable afterglows provided they all are 100% efficient in triggering bursts that encounter
a dense enough surrounding medium to produce a strong afterglow. But the efficiency will most likely be far less than
100%. The detected GWs will give us a sense of the likelihood of afterglows, orphaned or not, occurring with GWs.
Recall that fOAG is the fraction of CBCNS with afterglows that are observed by us as orphans. An afterglow will
improve GW detectability by reducing the detection threshold by 8% of the all-sky, all-time GW search, as shown
below Eq. (2.1). Thus, the realistic estimate of 50 detected CBCNS per year will increase to about 1.083 × 50 = 63
per year, and 63fOAG additional GW events can be expected due to follow-up of EM transients, some of which
will be orphaned afterglows. If fOAG is 3%, then a couple of additional GW events can be detected every year due
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to an orphaned afterglow. Note that our choice of a few percent as example values of fOAG and Nγ,GW/NGW is
conservative and is, e.g., smaller or similar to values obtained in Ref. [42], which conducted a comprehensive study
of expected rates of EM emissions observed in coincidence with GW events. While the absolute number of expected
EM-GW associations may be small, the astrophysical insights these events will provide, as noted in Sec. I, highlights
the importance of pursuing their joint detection.
The above analysis makes the case for pursuing a two-pronged approach to finding CBCNS GW sources associated
with orphaned afterglows. One approach is to use a GW detection to trigger an afterglow search in EM observatories.
This requires the computationally expensive GW detections to be fast so that they can have a shot at detecting even
prompt emissions. This is realizable (see, e.g., [28] and the references therein). A more fundamental challenge in
this approach arises from the fact that the sky localization error of GW searches can be several square-degrees, when
at least 3 sites have tracked the GW event, or worse, with a smaller number of sites tracking the event. Therefore,
sky-localization demands a high duty factor of the GW detectors. The second approach is to use EM observatories
to find afterglow candidates and then search GW data, which may even be archived, for GW events. This is easier
to implement but can be equally rewarding in terms of accessing new knowledge about these most energetic events
in the universe.
III. EXTERNALLY TRIGGERED SEARCH FOR GW SIGNALS FROM POORLY LOCALIZED CBC
SOURCES
A sizable fraction of GRBs do not have accurately known sky positions. A selected list of such GRBs that occurred
during LIGO’s S5 run is presented in tables I and II. The error in the sky position can arise from constraints inherent
to the triangulation method, used by gamma-ray burst detectors. Typically, electromagnetic observatories have good
sky localization. However, for a transient phenomenon like a GRB, the primary objective is detection rather than
source localization, and a large fraction of GRBs are found with inaccurate sky positions. Detection of an afterglow
in conjunction with a GRB can provide that information with a better accuracy since an afterglow can improve the
localization of the associated GRB [30, 59, 65]. The observation of a significant fraction of GRBs with error radii of
tens of degrees, however, motivated us to study the effect of poor sky localization on the detectability of the CBCNS
progenitor in GW searches externally triggered by GRBs. For this analysis, any localization with an error radius of
more than a few degrees is termed as poor.
Currently, externally triggered searches for gravitational waves are conducted exclusively in archived data, in a 6
sec time-window around the epoch of a short duration GRB [6, 9, 64]. When the sky position of the GRB is known
accurately from EM observations, a GW search is launched for that sky position. If the CBCNS progenitor model
of SGRBs is correct, and if the source is within a detector’s range, one expects to observe a GW signal from it. The
knowledge of the time of the event helps to reduce the false-alarm probability at a given SNR, as discussed in Sec.
II A. There we also showed that a further reduction of false-alarm probability, by an order of magnitude, can be
achieved by searching for GWs from a single direction in the sky. This allows for setting a lower detection threshold,
which in turn helps target more distant SGRBs and increases their GW detection rate. While this process is optimal
for a source with an accurately known sky position, e.g., from EM observations, it is not so when the sky position is
unknown or has a large error radius.
In Fig. 6, we show how the detection efficiency suffers when a SGRB’s true location is 20◦ away from the reported
sky position. We selected the time and the sky-position of GRB090709B for this study. This GRB occurred on 09
Jul 2009 at 15:07:42 (UTC), i.e., at a GPS time of 931187277 sec, and at a Right Ascension (RA) of 93.5◦ and a
Declination (dec) of 64.1◦. In a 2190 sec observation window centered at this GRB time, but after dropping 246 sec
immediately around that instant, we injected 3000 CBCNS signals. The CBCNS masses ranged from m1 = 1− 3M⊙
for the neutron star and m2 = 1 − 40M⊙ for the black hole. For this study the binary components were taken
to be non-spinning. The signals were injected in Gaussian noise with LIGO-I [2] power spectral density (PSD)
[40] simulated for the H1L1V1 network. The results are grouped into three categories based on the chirp-mass
Mc = (m1m2)3/5/(m1 + m2)1/5 of the triggers arising from injections and background. These are the low chirp-
mass, with range (0.0, 3.48]M⊙, the medium chirp-mass (3.48, 6.0]M⊙ and the high chirp-mass (6.0, 20.0]M⊙ systems.
The reason for using the chirp mass for categorizing triggers is that the duration of the signal in the detector band
is primarily determined by it. The characteristics of the noise artifacts that trigger the search pipeline also depend
on the chirp masses of the search templates used.
A. Effect of GRB sky-position error on the detection efficiency of targeted GW searches: The case of a
single GRB sky position
To quantitatively assess the effect of inaccurate GRB sky position on CBCNS searches, we study the detection
efficiency of the search conducted as a function of the source distance for two cases, one with 20◦ sky position error
and another with no sky position error. The detection efficiency in a given distance bin and mass bin is the fraction of
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the injected triggers in that distance and mass bin found louder than the loudest background trigger in the same mass
bin. Measurement of the distance to a GW source depends on a network’s ability to resolve the signal’s polarization
[17]. Such a resolution is not possible for every network or every sky position. For injections, the distances used
to simulate the signals are used to bin them. The calculation of the detection efficiency in any distance bin uses
the loudness of the loudest background trigger, in the mass bin of interest, regardless of whether it was possible to
estimate its distance or not.
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FIG. 6: Comparison of the detection efficiencies of (from left to right) low chirp-mass, medium chirp-mass and high chirp-mass
CBCNS systems with accurately known sky positions (blue or upper curves) and those with a sky-position error of 20◦ (red
or lower curves).
The results of this simulation study are shown in Fig. 6. As expected, the detection efficiency deteriorates due to
the systematic error in the sky position of the GRB used in the search for its GW signal. Compared to the case of no
sky-position error, it drops in the low chirp-mass bin by 22% and 24% at injected distances of 40 Mpc and 50 Mpc,
respectively, in the medium chirp-mass bin by 12.5% at an injected distance of 50 Mpc, and in the high chirp-mass
bin by 15.7% and 20.5% at injected distances of 40 Mpc and 50 Mpc, respectively.
One way to tackle the problem of loss of GW detection efficiency due to an inaccurately known sky position from
EM observations is to search in a wider region in the sky. This improves the chances of targeting the true sky
position of the source. But it can also reduce the confidence in a detection candidate. This is because searching in
multiple sky positions, or signal time-delays across the GW detector baselines, makes the noise background worse.
Specifically, it increases the false-alarm probability at a given SNR, thereby reducing the significance of a signal.
To assess what the trade off is between improvement in detectability and the deterioration in FAP, we performed a
search of the same set of simulated injections as studied above except that (a) their sky position is now erroneous
by 20◦, in declination only, and (b) we use a larger set of sky-position templates. These templates were chosen to be
distributed isotropically in a patch of sky around the reported GRB sky coordinates, with one template per pixel,
which is four square-degrees in size.3
The triggers output by the search were clustered in sky position by maximizing their SNR over the patch. We
named this the sky-patch mode of search, as opposed to the known-sky mode, where the search was confined to a
single point in the sky, as discussed above. For the limiting case, we also conducted experiments where the sky-patch
was extended to cover the whole sky. Results from the known-sky, sky-patch and all-sky searches are presented in
Fig. 7. Three sky-patches were used, with 5 × 5, 10 × 10, and 20 × 20 pixels. The improvement in the detection
efficiency is up to about 20% in any of the sky-patch modes or the all-sky mode compared to the known-sky mode.
However, the detection efficiencies of the sky-patch and all-sky modes are smaller in many distance bins compared
to that of the known-sky mode with no sky-position error (see the top curves in Fig. 6). This proves that while
a wide-area sky search performs worse, due to an increased FAP, than the known-sky search with no sky-position
error, nevertheless it performs better than a known-sky search with a 20◦ error in the GRB sky position.
3 The reason for this choice is explained below.
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FIG. 7: Detection efficiency comparison for injections with a sky-position error of 20◦ (from left to right) in low chirp-mass,
medium chirp-mass and high chirp-mass bins.
Figure 8 shows how the false-alarm probability (FAP) increases as one widens the size of the sky patch. The first
(left-hand side) plot depicts how the FAP at a given SNR increases with the number of sky points. Note how the FAP
climbs sharply in increasing from one point in the sky to two points in the sky, before asymptotically approaching
the all-sky FAP value at that SNR. On the other hand, as shown in the second (right-hand side) plot in that figure
the FAP has the expected fall-off behavior with increasing SNR for any given sky-mode search. It also shows that
at any given SNR the FAP increases as the sky-patch area is widened.
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FIG. 8: Left: Plots of the false-alarm probability of a sky-patch search as a function of the number of the sky position
templates or points in the patch, for SNR values 6.0 - 7.5. The x-axis displays the number of sky points in the patch, which
includes the true sky-position. An increase in the number of sky points in a search causes a monotonic increase in the false-
alarm probability, for any given SNR, and it asymptotes to the all-sky FAP value at that SNR.Right: False-alarm probability
plotted as a function of SNR for sky-patches with a varying number of sky points. Here the false-alarm probability at a given
SNR, plotted on the x-axis, is defined as the number of background triggers that are found louder than that SNR divided by
the total number of background triggers of any SNR found in the search with that sky-patch.
B. Effect of GRB sky-position error on the detection efficiency of targeted GW searches: Multiple GRB
sky positions
Here we enquire how the above results transform as one varies the sky-position of a GRB. Although a GW detector
is much less directional, as shown in Fig. 10, than, say, an optical telescope [29, 61], the variation of its response
across the sky cannot be neglected in determining the efficiency of a GW search. While the integrated response of a
network of detectors is smoother across the sky than the response of any single detector, there are patches in the sky
where its minima are nearly zero and maxima are nearly unity.4 How sensitive a network is to a sky-position does
not depend on the detector antenna-patterns alone but also on how their noise PSDs compare in the band where
4 The response in Eq. (2.3) when summed over the number detectors can attain a maximum value equal to the number of detectors.
However, the network response plotted in Fig. 10 is normalized to have a maximum value of unity.
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the signal is present. If the latter are identical, the network SNR has the same variation in the sky as shown in Fig.
10, which is computed for a face-on binary. On the other hand, the fractional drop in SNR of a signal owing to a
systematic error in the sky position used in the search template can have a different variation in the sky than that
shown in Fig. 10. This is because that drop is determined by how fast the network response and the time-delays
across the baselines in the network change with (θ, φ) at a sky-position, which, in turn, can be estimated by the
network Fisher matrix of the CBC signal as a function of the two sky-position angles [17, 40, 43]. That fractional
loss in SNR is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of sky for a couple of cases, namely, when the error in the sky-position
of the source is (a) 20◦ in Declination and (b) 4 square-degrees of solid angle. Inferring the effect of that loss on
the detection efficiency is non-trivial since the latter also depends on the change in FAR due to the error. We next
assess their combined effect through Monte Carlo simulations across a set of different sky positions.
FIG. 9: Left plot: The log10 of the percentage change in the H1L1V1 network SNR owing to a 20
◦ error in the Declination
of the source is mapped as a function of the true source sky position. Right plot: Same as the left plot except that here the
error in the sky position of the source is taken to be 4 square-degrees of solid angle. For both plots the detector noise PSD
is taken to be LIGO-I [2] for all three detectors. The source is a non-spinning CBCNS with component masses 2.5M⊙ and
40M⊙, optimally oriented and located at a distance of 17Mpc.
To check the inferences drawn from the Fisher matrix calculations above on the variation of detection efficiency
across the sky, we conducted a set of Monte Carlo simulations, the results of which are summarized in Fig. 11. In
this experiment, we ran a targeted coincident detection search [12] with the H1L1V1 network in simulated Gaussian
data with LIGO-I noise PSD. The noise background for each of the ten different sky positions, depicted in Fig. 10
as white stars, was obtained. We also injected in each of those ten positions a non-spinning CBCNS source, with
component masses (2.5M⊙, 40.0M⊙) and optimal oriention at a distance of 17Mpc, and ran the same search pipeline
with the correct sky template and the incorrect one (with 20◦ error) to assess the effect of that systematic error on
the recovered SNR. These experiments output the SNRs of the injections at the different sky positions, with and
without the sky-template error.
Ideally, the same number of injections should have been made at each of the ten sky positions as in the study in
Sec. III A, namely, 3000, but that requires an order of magnitude more computational resources. Instead, we use
the SNR of the single optimally oriented injection at each sky position to infer the detection efficiency. We do so
by noting that the detection efficiencies presented in the previous section are for injections distributed uniformly
in distance. Thus, the detection efficiency at any sky-position can be approximated by comparing the SNR of the
loudest (optimally oriented) injection with that of the loudest background trigger at that sky position, as follows:
Consider N+1 injections of GW signals from the same type of CBCNS source at a single sky position, but uniformly
distributed in distance. Then, the SNRs of these injections will be uniformly distributed such that their sorted list
forms an arithmetic progression {ρ0, ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρN}, where ρi+1− ρi ≡ ∆ρ is a constant for 0 ≤ i ≤ N . Let ρB be the
loudest background SNR. If ρ0 < ρB < ρN and ∆ρ→ 0, one will always find a ρi that is equal to ρB, say, for i = k.
Therefore, all the triggers in the range [ρ0, ρk−1] have SNRs below that of the loudest background trigger. One can
then define the ratio
D =
ρN − ρB
ρN
=
N∆ρ− k∆ρ
N∆ρ
=
N − k
N
, (3.1)
where we took ρ0 = 0. The final expression shows that D is the ratio of the total number of injections louder than
the loudest background to the total number of injections, which is just the detection efficiency. Thus, D can be
approximated by the first expression, i.e., by comparing the SNRs of the optimally oriented injection and the loudest
background trigger. This is what we have plotted on the vertical axis in Fig. 11. There the sky positions are indexed
from one to ten on the horizontal axis.
A comment is in order about the choice of an isotropic grid of sky-position templates in the sky-patch search modes:
A better method of distributing templates in the sky is to require that the maximum fractional drop in SNR due to
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FIG. 10: Top left: Network response across the sky; the quantity
√∑
I
(F I 2+ + F
I 2
× ), normalized to have a maximum value
of unity, plotted as a function of the sky for the H1L1V1 network. The four white asterisks in this plot are located at the two
most sensitive and two least sensitive sky positions. Their RA and dec, in degrees, are (300.0◦,−40.0◦), (120.0◦, 40.0◦) and
(245.0◦, 20.0◦), (65.0◦,−18.0◦), respectively. These locations were chosen for our study of the variation of detection efficiency
across the sky. Top right: LIGO-Hanford sensitivity; the two white stars give the locations of greatest H1 response. At these
two spots L1 and V1 have a relatively weak response. Thus, injections in these locations provide a good measure of how much
the detection efficiency suffers when only one interferometer in the H1L1V1 network hass a good response. Their RA and dec
(in degrees) are (330.0◦,−46.0◦), (145.0◦, 45.0◦). Bottom row: Same as the top right plot but for L1’s best response (bottom
left), at (115.0◦, 30.0◦) and (295.0◦,−32.0◦), and V1’s best response (bottom right), at (195.0◦,−45.0◦) and (17.0◦, 42.0◦).
the mismatch in the sky position of the signal and the template be constant [17, 43]. However, as shown in Figs. 9
and 10 in the neighborhoods of all ten injection sky positions a template spacing of 4 square-degrees will contribute
less than 10% to the overall SNR drop. which will be dominated by the systematic error in the sky-position of the
injections. The latter causes a drop of about 100% or more across much of the sky. Reducing the pixel size increases
the number of pixels needed to cover the same sky-patch, thereby, increasing the computational cost (which is the
number of floating-point operations required per unit time) of the search.
To summarize, the above studies show that the effect of a systematic error in sky position is to reduce the detection
efficiency of a known-sky search by a significant amount. The detection efficiency is less affected when a sky-patch
is used to search for the GW counterpart.
IV. SEARCHING ALL-SKY, ALL-TIME CBC TRIGGERS IN LIGO’S S5 DATA FOR GW
CANDIDATES CONCURRENT WITH GRBS
In this section we develop the motivation for conducting a search of coincident all-sky, all-time [19] CBC triggers
in LIGO’s S5 data [7, 8, 13, 14] for GW candidates concurrent with GRBs. No GW detections were reported in
CBC searches of any kind in LIGO’s S5 data because no triggers had a low enough FAP. However, as explained
in Sec. II the FAP of a blind search is higher than that of a targeted search, at the same SNR. Thus, an all-sky,
all-time CBC trigger that is concurrent with a GRB can have a lower FAP in a targeted GW search and can lead to
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FIG. 11: The y-axis above denotes the detection efficiency of injectionsin the ten sky positions shown in Fig. 10. The source
is the same as the one used in Fig. 9. The ten different sky positions where injections were made to study the variation
of detection efficiency as a function of the source sky position are listed on the x-axis. Their RA and dec (in degrees)
are 1: (245.0◦, 20.0◦), 2: (300.0◦,−40.0◦), 3: (120.0◦, 40.0◦), 4: (65.0◦,−18.0◦), 5: (330.0◦,−46.0◦), 6: (145.0◦, 45.0◦), 7:
(30.0◦, 115.0◦), 8: (295.0◦,−32◦), 9: (195.0◦,−45.0◦), and 10: (17.0◦, 42.0◦). The color code of the indices is as follows:
Red-colored indices are points where the network response is the highest, as shown in Fig. 10. Blue indices are points of
lowest network response, and green indices are points where one of the interferometers in the H1L1V1 network has a high
response and the other two have a low response. Note that for the first sky position the fractional loss in SNR of the loudest
injection is negative. This is because there the SNR of the injection trigger happens to be smaller than that of the loudest
background trigger.
a GW detection. 5 Indeed, a fully coherent targeted search has been performed to look for GW signals coincident
with GRBs with accurate sky-position information, as external triggers [39]. However, when the sky position is not
accurately known and one needs to search in a large error box a coherent search becomes computationally more
expensive than the targeted search. Therefore, here we focus on GRBs with poor sky-position information that were
not used to trigger GW searches. If a GRB were found to be concurrent with a GW trigger that was not significant
enough in the all-sky, all-time coincident search, it might still be interesting to invest the computational resources
to perform a targeted fully coherent or hierarchical coherent search [26] around that GRB time. This is because the
concurrent GW trigger can gain in significance in the latter types of search owing to their lower noise background.
We next show why the choice of SNR thresholds in the coincident search allows for the possibility of finding
interesting GW triggers concurrent with GRBs. We argue that it is possible for some of these triggers to have a low
enough FAP in a targeted search to constitute a detection. As discussed earlier, the detection threshold in a targeted
search in H1L1 is a network SNR of 9.0, for a FAP of 10−4. If all detectors are equally sensitive to a source, then
the SNR in each detector of a signal at the threshold of detection is 6.4, which is 9.0 divided by the square root of
the number of detectors [40, 56]. During the fifth science run in LIGO (S5) three detectors were taking data. These
were H1, H2, and L1. A fourth detector, Virgo (V1), joined them in the last several months of S5, where it shared
its data from the first Virgo Science Run (VSR1) with LIGO. Although the sensitivities of H2 and V1 were about
half or worse than those of H1 and L1, triggers from all five detectors were analyzed for this GRB coincidence study.
Specifically, an H1L1 coincident candidate with a SNR of 6.4 in each of H1 and L1 will have a FAP of 10−4 or less
in a targeted search. It is therefore important to enquire if any coincident GW candidates were found in an all-sky,
all-time (i.e., un-triggered) search that were concurrent or near concurrent with a GRB [64]. Note that even if an
H1L1 candidate is found with a FAP higher than 10−4 in the all-sly, all-time search, it can have a FAP of 10−4 or less
in the tergeted search, i.e., when found concurrent with a GRB. With this in mind we examined H1L1 candidates
5 The other shortcoming of the all-sky, all-time coincident GW triggers is that their FAP is computed over a duration of data that spans
weeks as opposed to several minutes (∼2000 sec) around the time of the GRB.
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found by the un-triggered low- and high-mass searches to check for coincidences with GRBs.
Next consider what the inclusion of H2 does to a search. The weakest signal that can produce a triggered H1L1
candidate with a FAP of 10−4 (or H1L1 SNR of 9.0) will have a SNR of 6.4 in each of the two detectors, as mentioned
above. As one increases the number of detectors, N , a network SNR that is lower by a factor of N1/2 would have
the same FAP, assuming that the detectors are similar in their noise and antenna profiles. Thus, a network SNR
of 9.0/
√
(3/2) = 7.3 in H1H2L1 would have a FAP of 10−4 if H2 had the same sensitivity as H1 and L1. Since H2
actually has a lower sensitivity, the H1H2L1 SNR at the same FAP is closer to 8.0. So the H2 SNR at which a signal
can contribute to a H1H2L1 un-triggered coincident candidate at the same FAP is 2.7. This signal will have a SNR
of 5.4 in H1 and L1, which is close to the SNR threshold placed on H1 and L1 in the un-triggered searches, namely,
5.5. (Note that the orientations of H1 and L1, while not identical, are very similar, as borne out by their responses
displayed in Fig. 10. Higher values of the SNR in H2 reduce the H1H2L1 FAP and lower values increase the FAP.
So, between an H1 (and L1) SNR of 5.5 and 6.4, contribution of H2’s SNR helps keep the network FAP at or below
10−4. Therefore, it makes sense to examine lists of H1H2L1 triggers from the coincident low-mass and high-mass
searches that have SNRs in H1, L1, and H2, greater than or equal to 5.5, 5.5, and 2.7, respectively. This was the
main motivation behind the experiment reported in this section. As an aside, note that since the all-sky, all-time
searches had a SNR threshold of 5.5 in all detectors, it makes sense to do targeted searches to detect, especially,
those signals in H1H2L1 that would have an H2 SNR in the range (2.7, 5.5). This point is illustrated in the plots
in Fig. 12. In the left-hand side plot we show the case where no SNR threshold is set in any detector. Thus, every
trigger from a detector is retained and the thresholding (which is at a network SNR of 9.0 in this example) is done
on the combined SNR, which is just the square-root of the sum of squares of the individual detector SNRs. The
right-hand side plot in the same figure depicts the case where triggers from a detector are retained in the coincident
network analysis only when their SNR is above 5.5.
FIG. 12: The above plots of SNRs of triggers in two detectors show the region where a coincident search with individual
detector SNR thresholds of 5.5 will not find any triggers with a network combined SNR, shown in the colorbar, that is
greater than 9 but a search with no individual detector thresholds will. Thresholding at an individual detector level rejects all
coincidences that have a low SNR in one of the detectors. The three-detector case is easy to understand from this study: If
the SNRs of a signal are less than the threshold in two of the three detectors but greater than that in the third, the combined
SNR can still have an appreciable value (with a low FAP).
This also provides an important motivation for the hierarchical coherent search [26]. The idea behind the hi-
erarchical coherent search is that for all coincident candidates in H1 or L1, which have a SNR above 5.5 in each
detector, include the data from H2 in the H1H2L1 analysis, as long as H2 was active, even if H2 did not contribute a
threshold-crossing trigger to a candidate found by the coincident pipeline. In other words, the hierarchical coherent
pipeline is expected to have the most impact on the detectability of those signals that have a SNR of (5.5, 6.4).
While this is a narrow range, note that the first detections will likely happen at SNRs close to the upper limit of
that range. (As shown in Ref. [62], the most likely detected SNR is 1.26 times greater than the SNR threshold.
For a threshold of 5.5, it is 6.9.) This keeps the computational costs at a minimum, while taking full advantage of
the signal’s phase coherence across the network detectors in improving its detectability. Also when H1 (L1) is not
active, H2L1 (H1H2) triggers can be detections. In practice, the hierarchical coherent pipeline searches with SNR
thresholds of {ρH1th = 4.0, ρL1th = 4.0, ρH2th = 3.0}. Ideally, the H2 threshold should be lower, at 2.7, as discussed above,
but it is still in the range of interesting SNR values. Note, however, that we do not analyze H1H2 triggers because
our background estimation of those triggers is not robust owing to cross-correlated noise at the same site.
GRB alerts issued by gamma-ray observatories can have large sky-position errors. It is counterproductive to search
using the known-sky mode for GWs from such GRBs, as discussed in Sec. III. Indeed, fully coherent pipelines are in
use [64] to search over sky-patches with multiple sky positions for GWs from these objects. Typically, a GRB alert
provides the source sky-position along with an error box or error radius associated with it. Those errors for some
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GRBs are tabulated in Tables I and II.
1. List of SGRBs detected with large sky-position errors by the Fermi gamma-ray satellite
While the gamma-ray burst monitor (GBM) on-board the Fermi satellite has an excellent sky coverage, its sky
resolution can be poor on occasion. In the first two years of Fermi’s observation time, 491 GRBs were detected by
GBM [55]. Of these, we found that 40 GRBs with T90 ≤ 2.0 sec have a large sky-position uncertainty (i.e., the
error radius is greater than 10◦). (Here, T90 is the duration over which a burst emits between 5% to 95% of its
total measured photon counts after the background has been subtracted.) Given the large error radii of these GRBs
in Table I, we expect a significant drop in detection efficiency of these GRBs if one employs a known-sky targeted
search. Therefore, GRBs like the ones listed in Table I make good candidates for GW searches of the sky-patch or
all-sky type.
2. List of short GRBs, detected with large sky position error, by IPN satellites
IPN is a network of spatially separated gamma-ray burst detectors on several satellites. It uses delays in the time of
arrival of gamma-ray signals at these detectors to triangulate the GRB sky positions. IPN has been detecting GRBs
since the 1970s. At its peak it involved 10 satellites located at various distances from the Sun, between the orbits
of Venus and Mars. Currently, IPN uses four spacecraft, namely, the NASA/ESA Ulysses mission, WIND, HETE-II
and 2001 Mars Odyssey. The sky position determination by triangulation across the network can be erroneous when
a smaller number of spacecraft detect the signals. The following factors contribute to IPN sky position errors:
• Inaccuracy in the synchronization of clocks in the gamma-ray detectors and in the calibration of those clocks
contribute to errors in timing the arrival of signals and, hence, the GRB sky position.
• Uncertainty in the spatial location of the spacecraft leads to errors in the lengths of the baselines and, therefore,
errors in estimating the signal time-delays across the baselines.
• The number of satellites detecting a particular GRB can be less than 3 in some cases. Two detectors form a
single baseline, which can do no better than localize the GRB on a ring in the sky. The two types of errors
discussed above broaden that ring to an annulus.
Some IPN GRBs can have very large error boxes, often larger than 100 square degrees. A list of a subset of such
short GRBs that occurred during LIGO’s S5 run is given in Table II. These GRBs were selected for archival look-up
only [64], where triggers from the coincident all-sky, all-time CBC search pipeline, as studied in Refs. [8, 14, 19], were
checked for GW candidates concurrent with the GRBs listed in that table. After all, the computational requirement
posed by a fully coherent GW search in a wide sky region are very high [56, 64]. One can however, analyze these
GRBs using the coherent hierarchical search pipeline, accommodating for the sky position uncertainties, as proposed
above. This can provide us a better chance of detecting GW from these sources.
V. IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF TARGETED GW SEARCHES
If the sky position of a GW source is accurately known from EM observations, such as of an associated SGRB or
afterglow, then one might naively suspect that the search for its GW signal should employ only that single position.
A search that uses multiple sky-position “templates” is computationally more expensive. More importantly it will
also incur a higher false-alarm probability, as we estimated below Eq. (2.2). In spite of these drawbacks, a case can
be made to also search away from the true sky-position provided it increases the detection efficiency, which, at a
given FAP, is the number of signals detected louder than a background trigger at that FAP. Such an anomaly can
occur, e.g., when there is a mismatch between the signal and the template owing to (a) inaccurate modeling of the
signal [27] or (b) detector calibration errors [18, 24].
Detectors have calibration errors of about 5-10% in the strain amplitude and up to several degrees in the strain
phase. The error can vary from one detector to another and in time. While the temporal variation is expected
to be slow and minimally affect targeted GW detectability of transients, the detector dependence can affect the
signal’s amplitude and time-delay differently in the network detectors, thereby, partially mimicking an error in the
sky-position. Note that calibration errors have been shown to affect estimation of signal parameters, such as CBC
masses, strongly (in fact, linearly) [18, 24]. As we show below, the covariance of the error in sky-position angles with
that in other source parameters suggests that searching in a wider patch can sometimes mitigate the adverse effect
on signal SNR and detectability.
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GRB name GRB time (UTC) RA (◦) Dec (◦) Error radius(◦) T90 sec
GRB080806A 14:01:11.2038 94.6 57.8 13.6 2.304 ± 0.453
GRB080828B 04:32:11.2646 221.3 -12.3 16.9 3.008 ± 3.329
GRB080831A 01:16:14.7521 211.2 -51.7 11.5 0.576 ± 1.168
GRB080919B 18:57:35.1052 219.5 44.4 18.1 0.512 ± 0.405
GRB081105B 14:43:51.2874 215.8 38.7 11.4 1.280 ± 1.368
GRB081113A 05:31:32.8973 170.3 56.3 12.4 0.576 ± 1.350
GRB081115A 21:22:28.1472 190.6 63.3 15.1 0.320 ± 0.653
GRB081119A 04:25:27.0590 346.5 30.0 15.2 0.320 ± 0.680
GRB081122B 14:43:26.2316 151.4 -2.1 11.2 0.192 ± 0.091
GRB081204B 12:24:25.7930 150.8 30.5 10.2 0.192 ± 0.286
GRB081206B 14:29:30.6929 353.3 -31.9 12.6 7.936 ± 4.382
GRB081213A 04:09:41.6360 12.9 -33.9 13.2 0.256 ± 0.286
GRB081229B 16:12:17.3756 310 22.8 20.7 Data problems precluded duration analysis
GRB090120A 15:02:22.7594 38.1 -72.2 11.2 1.856 ± 0.181
GRB090126C 05:52:33.7347 224.9 41.2 11.1 0.960 ± 0.231
GRB090304A 05:10:48.1569 195.9 -73.4 12.3 2.816 ± 0.923
GRB090320C 01:05:10.5272 108.3 -43.3 17.9 2.368 ± 0.272
GRB090405A 15:54:41.3408 221.9 -9.2 10.4 0.448 ± 1.498
GRB090412A 01:28:05.2531 1.3 -51.9 10.6 0.896 ± 0.264
GRB090418C 19:35:24.9183 262.8 -28.2 14.4 0.320 ± 0.405
GRB090427B 15:27:00.8558 210 -45.7 11.8 1.024 ± 0.362
GRB090616A 03:45:42.5323 103.1 -3.7 10.3 1.152 ± 1.168
GRB091006A 08:38:46.9285 243.1 -31 12.8 0.192 ± 0.091
GRB091015B 03:05:42.9372 316.1 -49.5 12.7 3.840 ± 0.590
GRB091018B 22:58:20.6027 321.8 -23.1 13.1 0.192 ± 0.286
GRB091019A 18:00:40.8812 226 80.3 12.8 0.208 ± 0.172
GRB091126B 09:19:48.5326 47.4 31.5 14.3 Too weak to measure duration; visual duration is 0.025 sec
GRB091224A 08:57:36.5574 331.2 18.3 15.6 0.768 ± 0.231
GRB100101A 00:39:49.3358 307.3 -27 17.4 2.816 ± 0.320
GRB100126A 11:03:05.1248 338.4 -18.7 18.3 10.624 ± 12.673
GRB100204C 20:36:03.7668 91.3 -20.9 16.6 1.920 ± 2.375
GRB100208A 09:15:33.9419 260.2 27.5 29.3 0.192 ± 0.264
GRB100326A 07:03:05.5029 131.2 -28.2 12.6 5.632 ± 2.064
GRB100411A 12:22:57.3442 210.6 47.9 31.6 0.512 ± 0.231
GRB100516A 08:50:41.0629 274.4 -8.2 18.4 2.112 ± 1.134
GRB100516B 09:30:38.3170 297.7 18.7 13.7 0.640 ± 0.487
GRB100530A 17:41:51.2263 289.7 31 11.6 3.328 ± 0.810
GRB100616A 18:32:32.8957 342.9 3.1 45.7 0.192 ± 0.143
GRB100621C 12:42:16.4305 160.9 14.7 11.4 1.024 ± 0.202
GRB100706A 16:38:18.9243 255.2 46.9 12.2 0.128 ± 0.143
TABLE I: Fermi SGRBs with large sky-position uncertainties that were concurrent with LIGO’s S5 run.
Furthermore, the BH spin can be very high in SGRB sources that include a black hole. However, GW template
banks for NSBH systems with high BH spin have not been applied in GW searches yet. Searching those systems with
inaccurate templates, either with non-spinning ones, as is done in Refs. [6, 11], or with effective template families
can severely diminish their detectability. These searches can also benefit from a somewhat expanded search in the
sky, again owing to the covariance of the sky position angles with other source parameters, even if the sky-position
is known accurately.
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GRB name GPS time (sec) Error box (square degrees) Duration of GRB (sec)
GRB061001 843772482 ∼2000 1.00
GRB060601B 833183754 ∼600 0.50
GRB070910 873480823 >200 0.38
GRB070413 860531889 350 0.19
GRB070203 854579218 >2000 0.69
GRB061014 844841836 >3000 1.50
GRB060916 842452428 >3000 0.13
TABLE II: Short IPN GRBs with large sky position errors.
A. Targeted GW search over a finite sky patch even for accurately known GRB sky position
A mismatch between a signal and a template can lead to a drop in the SNR and, therefore, affect the detection
probability. However, for some types of errors that probability can be partially salvaged by allowing the template
sky-position to be different from the true one. Essentially, if there exists a non-vanishing covariance between the
errors in sky-position and other CBC parameters, then it can be exploited to mitigate the SNR loss. The nine
parameters that characterize the non-spinning CBC signals are the total mass M , the symmetrized mass-ratio η, the
sky-position angles (θ, φ), the polarization angle ψ, the orbital inclination angle ι, the luminosity distance dL, the
initial (or some reference) phase ϕ0, the time of arrival (or some reference time) t0, and the overall signal amplitude
A. We group these as components of the parameter vector, ϑ ≡ {A, t0, ϕ0,M, η, θ, φ, ψ, ι}. Owing to noise, their
estimates, ϑˆ, may differ from the true values, i.e., ϑˆ = ϑ + ∆ϑ, where ∆ϑa is the random error in estimating the
parameter ϑa. The magnitude of these errors can be estimated from the elements of the variance-covariance matrix,
gµν = ∆ϑµ∆ϑν [40]. The mismatch between a template and a signal is
M (ϑσ) = gµν∆ϑµ∆ϑν , (5.1)
where we have used the Einstein summation convention for the repeated indices µ and ν. For simplicity, consider
a template that matches a signal in all its parameters except M and the two sky-position angles. Assume that an
observer has no control on changing ∆M but can vary the template sky-position angles. Then the above mismatch
M is minimum when
∆θ = ∆θ˜ ≡ CMθ
CMM
∆M ,
(5.2)
∆φ = ∆φ˜ ≡ CMφ
CMM
∆M , (5.3)
where a tilde denotes the parameter value that minimizes the mismatch and Cµν is the cofactor of the metric gµν .
The minimized mismatch is
M (ϑσ)
∣∣∣
∆θ˜,∆φ˜
=
g(ϑσ)
CMM (ϑ
σ)
∆M2 , (5.4)
where g is the determinant of gµν . The above expression can be vanishingly small, even for a finite ∆M , if g(ϑ
σ) is
so. The same idea can work over a larger parameter space that includes η, spin parameters (for spinning waveforms),
and calibration errors. Indeed, in Ref. [25] it was demonstrated that allowing η to exceed somewhat beyond its
physically permitted upper limit of 0.25 (which is its value for binaries with mass-ratio of unity) in a mass template
bank can improve the detection efficiency of a CBC search.
In CBC searches, one typically uses a bank of templates, derived from a waveform model, that are discretely
spaced in the template parameters. Searches in LIGO and Virgo data have used template banks in the component
masses that keep the separation of templates close enough to suffer at most a 3% loss in the SNR in any detector.
The simulations studied in this paper have used the same type of mass template banks. As suggested by Eq. (5.4)
above and proved in signal injection studies below, that SNR drop can be mitigated by using a sky-patch instead of
a single sky position in targeted GW searches.
B. Targeted search for GW sources using inaccurate templates: Masses
To test the implications of the analytic calculations of Sec. VA, we carried out a Monte Carlo simulation with
3000 non-spinning injections, identical to the ones used for the systematic sky-position error study in Sec. III.
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We conducted four types of sky-position template searches, namely, one in the known-sky search mode, two with
different sky-patch sizes, and one in the all-sky search mode. The detection efficiencies of these searches are presented
in Fig. 13. Note that in the low and medium chirp-mass bins, the known-sky detection efficiency performs worse
than that of other sky modes despite the advantage it has of having the lowest FAP of all modes. Parameter error
covariance helps the detection efficiency of the other search modes. On the other hand, in the high chirp-mass bin
the detection efficiency of the known-sky is better than that of the all-sky mode. Here, the higher FAP of the all-sky
mode dominates over any gains arising from Eq. (5.4). Nevertheless, the two sky-patch modes still outperform the
known-sky mode in this mass bin as well, by as much as 5%. Therefore, we conclude that the best performance can
be expected for a search that employs a sky-patch of the optimal size. More Monte Carlo simulation studies are
needed to determine what that size is in different sections of the space of component masses [36].
To isolate the effect of parameter error covariance on improving signal-template match, we study the combined
distribution of the SNRs of the injection triggers in Fig. 14 from all three sky-mode searches, without any reference
to the distribution of the SNRs of background triggers. There, for every injection the mean of its network SNRs
found by the known-sky, sky-patch, and all-sky modes of the search was computed. Next a list of these 3000 mean
SNRs was complied. This is the reference list we compare the SNR distribution of any of the search modes with in
Fig. 14. In the first plot we find that 253 of the injections had all-sky SNRs greater than 90% of the mean SNRs.
The corresponding number of injections (189) was smaller for known-sky SNRs. At the other end of the same plot
more known-sky SNRs are less loud than all-sky SNRs: While 552 injections had known-sky SNRs weaker than 90%
of the mean SNRs, the corresponding number of injections was 171 for all-sky SNRs. One finds qualitatively similar
improvement in the SNR values of the same injections in the sky-patch mode compared to the known-sky mode of
the search.
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FIG. 13: Detection efficiency comparison (from left to right) for the low chirp-mass, medium chirp-mass and high chirp-mass
bins for four sky modes. Unlike in Fig. 7 there is no sky-position error here.
C. Targeted search for GW sources using inaccurate templates: Spin
The CBCNS progenitor of a SGRB can have rapidly spinning components. If it has a highly spinning black hole,
the companion neutron star can inspiral closer to it before plunging into it because its LSO is closer than that of a
slowly spinning black hole of the same mass. This increases the probability of the neutron star to be ripped apart
by the black hole’s tidal forces as the two spiral closer to each other. That, in turn, improves the chances of creating
an accretion disk with sufficient mass for the GRB engine to fire (see Sec. II D). This suggests that among CBCNS
systems associated with SGRBs there will exist an astrophysical bias toward those with a highly spinning black
hole. Current targeted CBC searches do not use spinning gravitational-wave templates, although significant effort
is being invested to include them. Matched filtering with non-spinning templates on data that have spinning signals
introduces systematic errors due to waveform mismatch. Such a systematic error leads to reduced SNRs just like the
error in component masses does, as discussed in Sec. VB. If we enable searching in multiple sky positions around
the external trigger’s sky position even when its position is known accurately, its GW signal can often be found with
a larger SNR from a different sky position. (Note that signal detection rather than accurate parameter estimation is
the primary goal here.)
To verify the above claims, we injected 100 non-spinning BNS and NSBH signals to simulated LIGO-Virgo data
and ran targeted known-sky and sky-patch searches on them. In these studies the sky-patch used was a set of 21
sky-positions, all with the same RA, and included the true sky position. The remaining twenty sky positions were
distributed such that their dec changed in steps of 2◦ in both sides of the true dec value. The known-sky search used
only the true sky-position. We repeated this study with a second set of injections that had the same parameters
as the first set but now with a non-zero spin parameter for the binary components. The black hole and neutron
star spin parameters of the injected CBC signals were in the ranges (0.70, 0.98) and (0.30, 0.75), respectively. Only
non-spinning templates were used in searching both types of injections, which were made quite strong in order to
ensure that most of them are found. However, four of the spinning injections were missed in the known-sky search.
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FIG. 14: In these plots we study the combined distribution of the SNRs of the 3000 injections from all three sky-mode
searches. For every injection we compute the mean of its network SNRs found by the known-sky, sky-patch, and all-sky modes
of the search. We next compile the list of the 3000 mean SNRs. This is the reference list with which we compare the SNRs of
injections from any of the search modes. Pairwise comparisons of distributions of injection SNRs from the different sky-mode
searches are shown in these plots. In the first plot we find that 253 of the injections had all-sky SNRs greater than 90% of
the mean SNRs. The corresponding number of injections (189) was smaller for known-sky SNRs. At the other end, more
known-sky SNRs are less loud than all-sky SNRs: While 552 injections had known-sky SNRs weaker than 90% of the mean
SNRs, the corresponding number of injections was 171 for all-sky SNRs. One finds qualitatively similar improvement in the
SNR values of the same injections in the sky-patch mode compared to the known-sky mode of the search.
Three of these were recovered when the search was performed with a sky-patch. Among the remaining injections,
which were found in both types of searches (i.e., known-sky and sky-patch), 46 were found with a SNR louder than
the SNR of the same injection in the known-sky mode. A similar result is also observed for the same number of
non-spinning injections. There, we found that 18 injections in the sky-patch study were found with a SNR louder
than the SNR of the same injection in the known-sky study. In Fig. 15, the red bars show the gain in SNR of the
triggers for non-spinning injections when using the sky-patch instead of the known-sky search. The blue bars show
the same for the spinning injections. More spinning injections than non-spinning injections are found with a louder
SNR in the sky-patch mode than in the known sky mode. This observation confirms that in the presence of a spin
parameter mismatch the parameter error covariance contributes significantly enough to reduce the SNR loss (and,
concomitantly, alter the measured sky-position of the source).
It is important to note that since the same mass template-bank is used in studying the spinning and non-spinning
injections, the effect of its discreteness on SNR loss is present in both. Similarly, the mitigation of that effect in a
sky-patch search due to sky-position error covariance is also present in both studies. However, since more spinning
injections are recovered with a higher SNR in the sky-patch study than the known-sky study, the impact of the
sky-position error covariance is more pronounced when there is mismatch in an additional parameter, namely, the
spin values of the injections and the templates (which were always non-spinning).
VI. DISCUSSION
Multiple future electromagnetic observatories are being planned that will target transient EM phenomena some
of which may potentially be orphaned afterglows. A fraction of these phenomena may be due to compact binary
coalescences, involving at least one neutron star. Some studies have argued that if SGRBs are beamed and if some
CBCNS systems that generate afterglows do not emit gamma-rays, then a lot many more orphaned afterglows, asso-
ciated with CBCNS sources, may occur than SGRBs. Coupled GW and EM observations of SGRBs and afterglows,
orphaned or not, will unequivocally confirm if the progenitors are indeed CBCNS sources or if there is actually a
variety of progenitors. They will also teach us about their galactic or intergalactic environments, the nature of their
host galaxies, stellar population synthesis, etc. This exploration critically depends on the EM observatories taking
data concurrently with the GW observatories, such as aLIGO, AdV, and KAGRA. Some of the planned EM obser-
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FIG. 15: Plot of ratio of SNR of the injection trigger when the search was conducted over a patch of 21 points to that of the
SNR of the same injection found in a search conducted in one point in the sky. The top plot with red bars is for the case
of non-spinning injections, and the bottom plot is the same for the spinning injections. This study was conducted on 100
injections in the low-mass region of the template bank. For the spinning case, the spin was chosen to be very high, i.e., with
the spin parameter greater than 0.75, so that the effect of spin is prominent.
vatories will have a wide sky coverage and a good cadence to increase their chances of finding orphaned afterglows,
which can be ephemeral, dropping in their apparent magnitudes quite rapidly. Owing to their transient nature, it
will be helpful to have GW detectors at multiple sites operate with large duty factors, and GW search codes running
with low latency so that they can find CBCNS sources as they coalesce and alert the EM observatories in advance of
a prompt EM (and even neutrino) emission or afterglow. However, since GW detectors may not be able to localize
every CBCNS or even unmodelled GW burst signal [15] they detect, e.g., because not enough of them are operating
to successfully triangulate the sky position, it will be important to follow-up orphaned afterglows in GW data. We
highlight that an orphaned afterglow has not been found yet, and a search pipeline does not exist yet that can use
the sky position of such an EM source and search at that specific location but in a time window that can stretch for
hours to weeks in the past to detect a GW signal associated with it in archived data. Such a pipeline needs to be
developed.
Contrastingly, coherent CBCNS and burst search pipelines for detecting GW counterparts to SGRBs exist and
have been run on archived GW data [9]. Also, fast GW burst searches exist that have been used to alert EM
observatories to look for EM counterparts and afterglows, but without any positive identification so far [4]. This may
change in the advanced detector era. Fast CBC searches are under development that will target detecting their GW
signals in advance for the compact binary merger so that they can alert EM observatories to look for afterglows [28].
This development notwithstanding, hunting for GW counterparts of SGRBs in archived GW data will always remain
an important exercise. In this regard, in this paper we make the case that searching with a sky-patch with multiple
sky positions can improve the GW detection efficiency even when the sky position of the SGRB, or an orphaned
afterglow, is known accurately through EM observations.
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